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A technique for proving the ErdGs-Ko-Rado theorem is presented. This techni- 
que can be used to prove many generalizations of this theorem. 0 1992 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
For any integer i >, 1 and finite set X with ) XJ >, i, let ( r) be the set of 
i-element subsets of X. A collection 8 of sets is intersecting if A n B# @ 
whenever A, BE C. The fundamental Erdiis-Ko-Rado theorem [ 1 ] asserts 
that if 1x1 = n > 2i and 8 G (I) is intersecting, then 161 < (?I~). Moreover, 
this upper bound is easily achieved and uniquely so, by letting 
8 = {A E (r): a E A }, where a is some element of .Y. Katona [9] has given 
an elegant and simple proof of this result. 
There are many other theorems having the same spirit as the 
Erdiis-Ko-Rado theorem. An easily stated example is a special case of a 
theorem of Hajnal and Rothschild [S] asserting that if 1x1 =n is 
sufficiently large and d c (T) is such that (A n B) u (B n C) u (C n A ) # $3 
whenever A, B, CE I, then lb1 G 2(7::) + (:I;). Moreover, this upper 
bound is uniquely achieved by letting B = {A E (I): A n {a, b} # la}, where 
a, b are any two distinct elements of X. 
Another example of such a theorem is one due to Hilton and Milner [6]. 
Suppose that 1x1 = n > 2i and d c (I) is intersecting such that n d = 0. 
Then 111~ 1 + (7::) - (“~1; I). Moreover, this upper bound is uniquely 
achievedbylettingd={B}u{AE(I):AnB#0andcEA},whereBE(r) 
and c E X\B. (Exception: when i = 3 then 6” = {A E (t): IA n BI 2 2 >, where 
BE (f), also achieves the upper bound.) 
The Hilton-Milner theorem was generalized by Frank1 [3] (see [4] for 
another proof ). Suppose, for i >, t + 1 and t 2 2, that (XI = n is sufficiently 
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largeandbc(l)issuchthat (AnBI~twheneverA,BE~,yet lnJl<t. 
Then 
and 
IRId(1+2)(:_:_:)+(1_:_~) if i<2t+l. 
Moreover, these upper bounds are uniquely achieved: for i> 2t + 2, 
let ~={AE(~):BEA and IAnCI>,t-l}u{AE(I):AnB#121 and 
CGA}, where EE(~-;+~), CE(~), and BnC=@; for i<22t+l, let 
d=iA~(r):IAnB(~t+l},whereB~:(,,X,). 
In this paper we present a technique for proving the Erdiis-Ko-Rado 
theorem which can be used to give easy proofs of many of its generaliza- 
tions, including those just mentioned. An ingredient in the proof is the 
d-system lemma of Erdiis and Rado [2]. This forces into the hypothesis 
(as is already the case with both the Hajnal-Rothschild and Frank1 results) 
that X be sufficiently large. Consequently, some of the applications are not 
quite as sharp as could be obtained by more delicate means. On the other 
hand, some seemingly new results do follow as consequences. 
Here is a new result. Let i> 3, and let 1x1 = n be sufficiently large. 
Suppose 6’ c (r) is intersecting and that whenever A,, A,, AZ, A, E 8, 
then IAinAjl>,2 for some O<i<j<3. Then l&l<3(::,3)+(;:j). 
Moreover, this upper bound is uniquely achieved by letting 8’ = {A E ( f): 
I~n{~,hc}lB2}, h w ere a, b, c are three distinct elements of X. 
In outline, the contents of this paper are as follows. Centers of uniform 
hypergraphs are defined in Section 1, where it is shown that every uniform 
hypergraph has a unique center. Intersection properties are introduced in 
Section 2. The main result is proved in Section 3. In Section 4 the main 
result is applied to obtain various generalizations of the Erdos-Ko-Rado 
theorem. 
After this paper was accepted for publication, it was pointed out that our 
notion of center bears a close relationship to that of kernel, which has 
previously appeared in the literature (for example, in [3, l&12]), often in 
connection with extremal properties. We clarify this relationship in 
Section 5. 
1. CENTERS 
A hypergraph (X, 8’) is i-uniform if d E (r). In this section we define 
centers of uniform hypergraphs and show that each uniform hypergraph 
has a unique center. 
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DEFINITION 1.1. Let (X, 8) be an i-uniform hypergraph. Then YE X is 
a center of (X, 8’) if Y is minimal such that 
d= AE 
i (7 i 
:An YzBn YforsomeBE8 . 
> 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Every uniform hypergraph has a unique center. 
Proof: Let (X, 6’) be an i-uniform hypergraph, and let V be the set of 
YrX such that b= {AE(f):An YzBn Y for some BE&}. Clearly 
% # a, since XE V. It is also clear that whenever Y, E Y, c X and Y, E V, 
then Y, E%. Thus, it suffices to show that whenever YE X and 
yi,y,~X\Y are distinct and Yu{y,}, Yu{y,}~%, then YE%‘. So let 
Y, y,, y2 be as just stated and suppose that A n Y 2 B n Y for some BE 8 
and A E (r). We wish to show that A E 8. 
Ify,EA or y,$B, then An(Yu{y,))~Bn(Yu{y,)), so that AE&‘. 
Thus we can assume that y, $ A and y, EB. Let B, = (B\( y,})u {z} for 
some z E A\B. Clearly, B, n ( Y u { y,}) 2 B n ( Y n { y,}) and, therefore, 
B,E&. But An(Yu{y,})2AnYzB,nY=B,n(Yu{y,}), so that 
AE&‘. 1 
DEFINITION 1.3. (1) Let (X, 8) be an i-uniform hypergraph and Y its 
center. Then ( Y, 9), where 9 = {A n Y: A E 8 >, is the central hypergraph 
of (X, 8). 
(2) A hypergraph (Y, 9) is an i-central hypergraph if it is the central 
hypergraph of some i-uniform hypergraph. 
The next proposition gives a characterization of i-central hypergraphs. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. (Y, 9) is an i-central hypergraph iff the following 
conditions hold. 
(1) [El Qifor all EEL; 
(2) ifE~9, EEFG Y, and IFI <i, then FE%; 
(3) for each yE Y there is EE9 such that ye E and E\(y) $9. 
Proof Let (X, 8) be an i-uniform hypergraph with central hypergraph 
(Y, F). Then (1) and (2) are trivial. If (3) fails for some y E Y, then r\{ y} 
would contradict the minimality of Y. 
Conversely, suppose (Y, 9) satisfies (lk(3). Let X? Y, where 1x1 2 
IYI+i,andletd={AE(~):AnY2BforsomeBE~}.Easily,(Y,~)is 
the central hypergraph of (X, 8). fi 
A consequence of the fact that i-central hypergraphs satisfy (2) of 
Proposition 1.4 is that whenever (Y, 9) is the central hypergraphs satisfy 
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(2) of Proposition 1.4 is that whenever (Y, 9) is the central hypergraph of 
the i-uniform hypergraph (X, b), then 
b= AE i { (7 :An Y=Bn YforsomeBER i . 
(The difference between the preceding equation and the one in Definition 2.1 
is that the former has an equality where the latter has an inclusion.) Thus, 
if ( Y, 9) is an i-central hypergraph and Xz Y, where 1x1 2 1 YI + i, then 
there is a unique i-uniform hypergraph (X, B) whose central hypergraph is 
(Y, 9). The restriction 1x1 2 I YI + i is needed. For if A ~9 and 
IXI<IYI+i-jAI,thenthereisnoBE(;Y)suchthatBnY=A. 
Suppose (Y, 9) is an i-central hypergraph, and then let f(x) be the 
function such that whenever (X, 8) is an i-uniform hypergraph with central 
hypergraph (Y, F), then 181 =f( 1x1). Clearly, f(x) is a polynomial. 
Specifically, let ] YI = m and let ck = /F n (,‘)I for each k < i, Then 
f(n)= i ck(T;). 
k=O 
If r d i is the least such that c, >O, then f(x) has degree i-r, and its 
leading coefficient is c,/(i- I)!. Thus, f(x) N (c,/(i- r)!) xi-‘. This 
observation will be quite useful in Section 4. 
2. INTERSECTION PROPERTIES 
In this section intersection properties, which are certain types of properties 
of hypergraphs, are introduced. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let t 2 2. Then P is an intersection property of order t 
iff it is a set of functions a mapping {J: JG { 1,2, . . . . t> and IJI > 2) into the 
set of positive integers. If P is an intersection property of order t and (X, 8) 
is a hypergraph, then (X, 6’) satisfies P iff whenever A,, A,, . . . . A, E 8, then 
there is some a E P such that for each J E dom a, 
I I 
j(JJ Aj 2 44 
(in which case we say that u is a witness for A,, A,, . . . . A,). 
EXAMPLE 2.2. There is an intersection property Pk of order 2 such that 
for any hypergraph (X, &?‘), (X, 8) satisfies Pk iff IA n BJ 2 k whenever 
A, BE 8. (These properties were the ones originally considered in Erdiis, 
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Ko, and Rado Cl].) Precisely, P, = {a}, where a is the function with 
domain ({l, 2)) and ol({l,2})=k. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Example 2.2 can be generalized. For each k > 1 and t > 2, 
there is an intersection property P,. , of order t such that a hypergraph 
(X,8) satisfies P,.,iff IA, nAzn...nA,l ak, whenever Al,A2 ,..., A,E&‘. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. For each k > 1 and t 2 2, there is an intersection 
property I&, , of order t which is satisfied by a hypergraph (X, 8) iff when- 
ever A,, A,, . . . . A,E&, then there are l<r<s<t such that IA,nA,I>k. 
(These properties were considered in Hajnal and Rothschild [S].) 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Let ~20. Consider the property Q, such that for any 
hypergraph (X, &), (X, 8) satisfies Q, iff whenever A,, A,, . . . . A,, i, 
B,, 4, . . . . Bs+, E d are distinct, then Aj n B, # 0 for some j = 1, 2, . . . . s + 1. 
The property Q, is not an intersection property. However, for each i 3 2, 
consider the modified property Q, i: a hypergraph (X, 8) satisfies Q, i iff 
whenever A,,A, ,..., A,+,, B,, B, ,..., Bs+, ~8, then either AjnB,#(21 for 
somej, or else for some l<j<k<s+l, IAjnA,(>i or (BjnB,I>i. 
Then Q, i and Q, agree on i-uniform hypergraphs. (The properties Q, were 
considered by Hilton [6].) 
Suppose P is an intersection property. If (X, 8) is an i-uniform hyper- 
graph, then (X, 8) i-uniformly maximally satisfies P if (X, 8) satisfies P and 
whenever d G 8’ G (f) and (X, 8’) satisfies P, then d = 8’. If (Y, 9) is an 
i-central hypergraph, then (Y, 9) i-centrally maximally satisfies P if 
( Y, 9) satisfies P and whenever FG Y, where IFI < i and ( Y, 9 u {F} ) 
satisfies P, then FEN. (The modifiers “i-uniformly” and “i-centrally” will 
henceforth be omitted, the intended meaning of “maximally satisfies” being 
clear from the context.) 
PROWSITION 2.6. Let P be an intersection property of order t, and let 
(X, 8) be an i-uniform hypergraph with central hypergraph (Y, p). Assume 
1x1 3 it. Then (X, 8) maximally satisfies P iff (Y, F) maximally satisfies P. 
Proof Suppose (X, 8) maximally satisfies P. To see that (Y, 9) 
satisfies P consider B, , B,, . . . . B, E Ft. Then let A,, A,, . . . . A, E (I) be such 
thatAi2Bj,for l<j<t,andAjnA,=BjnB,,for l<j<k<t.Thereare 
such Aj, since 1x1 > it. Now any witness c1 E P for A,, A,, . . . . A, is also a 
witness for B, , B,, . . . . B,:Next we show that (Y, 9) maximally satisfies P, 
so let FE Y be a set such that ( Y, 9 u {F}) satisfies P. Let B G (I), where 
F = B n Y. Clearly, (X, d u (B} ) satisfies lP, so that BE 1. Therefore FE 9. 
Now suppose (Y, 9) maximally satisfies P. Clearly (X, 8’) satisfies P. To 
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show that (X, 8) maximally satisfies P, suppose that (X, d u {B}) satisfies 
P, where BE (r). Let F= B n Y. One easily checks that FE 9, because 
(Y, 9) maximally satisfies P. But then BE 6’. 1 
3. THE MAIN THEOREM 
The following theorem is the main result concerning intersection proper- 
ties. The point of the theorem is that the bound on 1 YI is independent of 
I-G 
THEOREM 3.1. There is a function h(i, t) such that whenever (X, 8) is an 
i-uniform hypergraph which maximally satisfies P, where P is any inter- 
section property of order at most t, and Y is the center of (X, a), then 
I YI < h(i, t). 
For the proof we will need the notion of a A-system. A collection d of 
finite sets is a A-system with kernel K if whenever A, BE d are distinct, 
then A n B = K. The basic result on A-systems is the theorem of Erdiis and 
Rado [2] asserting that for each i and m there exists n such that whenever 
d c (I) and 1~~41 B n, then there is a A-system g E d with 181 am. Let 
cp(i, m) be the least possible n. Note that cp is nondecreasing in both 
variables: if i< i’ and m <m’, then cp(i, m) 6 q(i’, m’). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. It will be shown that we can take h( i, t) = 
i2q(i, (2i)‘t), though, presumably, much smaller values suffice. Let X = 
{KG X: K is the kernel of some A-system d E d with IdI > t(2i)lK’ + ’ }. 
Let X0 be the set of minimal (under the inclusion relation) elements of X. 
There is no A-system ~4 c X0 with IdI > t(2i)‘-‘. For, suppose d were 
such a A-system and H its kernel, where h= IHI <i-2. Let 
K, , K, , . . . . K, E d be distinct, where each lK,l > h + 1 and r = t(2i)“+ l. For 
each j = 1, 2, . . . . r, 
Idjl >t(2i)h+2= 
let 4 cb be a A-system with kernel K,, where 
2ir. Choose Y, E&, so that Y, n K,,, = H whenever 
1 < m < r. For j = 2, 3, . . . . r, pick Yj E dj inductively so that for any m <j, 
Y,,, n Yi = H and for m #j, Yj n K,,, = H. (Such a Yi can be selected since 
l&j1 22ir.) Then {Y,, Y,, . . . . Y,} c 8’ is a A-system with kernel H, so 
HE X. But this contradicts the minimality of (say) K, . 
Let 9-i = X0 n (f) for s = 0, 1, 2, . . . . i- 1. Since there is no A-system 
~4 5 Xi with I&rQJ 2 t(2i)i-1, we see that each I.Xhl <~(s, t(2i)‘-‘)< 
cp(i- 1, t(2i)‘-‘). Therefore, IX01 <icp(i- 1, t(2i)‘-‘). 
Let W= {BEJ:B $K for each KE&}. Then lgl <rp(i,t(2i)‘), as 
otherwise there would be a A-system ~4 E 9 having kernel K, where 
J&J =t(2i)’ and llvl Gi- 1. But then KEY, so that Kz K’ for some 
K’ E X0, contradicting the definition of ~9. 
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Let Y= U(gu&); therefore, IYI <icp(i,t(2i)‘)+i(i-l)cp(i-1, t(2i)‘-‘) 
< i2q$i, t(2i)‘) = h(i, t). Note that for any A E 6 there is BE 9? u -X, such 
that BE A. 
Let b’={AE(f):AnYzBnYforsome BE&}. Weclaim that (X,&‘) 
satisfies P. Suppose, to the contrary, that A;, A;, . . . . Ai E 6’ provide a 
counterexample. Obtain A,, A,, . . . . A, E d as follows: For each j = 1, 2, . . . . t, 
let B, E g u X0 be such that Bj c A;. Then let Aj E & be such that Aj 2 B, 
and Ajn((A, u Azu ... uAi-,)u(A;uA;u --.uA:))cB,. (Such an 
A, can always be found: if B, E 9#:, then let Aj = Bj; if Bje X0, then let 
A, be an appropriate element of a d-system &‘~QE d having kernel Bj, 
where ldl>2ti>IA,u ... uA,~,uA~uA~u ... uA:l.) Clearly, if Js 
( 1, 2, 3, . . . . t} and IJI 22, then fi,EJ Aj&njE,Aj, so that A,,A, ,..., A, 
provide a counterexample to (X, b) satisfying P. This contradiction implies 
that (X, 8’) satisfies IFD. 
It is clear that d E 8’. Thus d = b’, since (X, 8) maximally satisfies P. 
Therefore, by the definition of the center in Definition 1.1, Y contains the 
center of (X, 8). 1 
4. APPLYING THE MAIN THEOREM 
Here is the technique for obtaining theorems, such as the 
Erdos-Ko-Rado theorem, from Theorem 3.1. Let i and t be fixed, and let 
P be an intersection property of order t. Given a sufficiently large X we 
wish to find d s ($‘) such that (A’, A!) satisfies P and Icell is maximized. 
Let (X, J&!) maximally satisfy P, and let (Y, 9) be its center. By 
Theorem 3.1, I YI <h(i, t). We know from Proposition 2.6 that (Y, 9) 
maximally satisfies P. Thus, we need only consider the finitely many i-central 
hypergraphs which maximally satisfy [Fp. To each such (Y, 9) we associate 
the polynomialf(x) such that if (X, b) has center (Y, a), then )I[ =f(lXl). 
Let us order polynomials by eventual dominance: fe g if there is x0 such 
that f(x) <g(x) for all x> x0. We want to find the (Y, 9) whose 
associated polynomial is maximal under the ordering 4. Iff(x) is the poly- 
nomial associated with (Y, 9) and f(x) - cx’, then we say that the pair 
(s, c) is the pair associated to (Y, 9) (refer to the end of Section 1). 
Considering these associated pairs being ordered lexicographically, we see 
that the maximal polynomial f(x) yields a maximal associated pair (s, c). 
Thus, if (s, c) is a maximal associated pair, and there is a unique 
polynomial such that f(x) - cx’, then the polynomial f(x) will be the 
desired one. In this way we will easily be able to determinef(x). 
THEOREM 4.1 (Erdiis et al. [ 1 I). Suppose that i > k 2 1 and that 1x1 = n 
is sufficiently large. Suppose d c (7) is such that IA n BI 2 k whenever 
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A, BE a?. Then ld( < (7::). Moreooer, IdI = (7::) iff there is YE (f) such 
that d= {AE(:):AzY}. 
Proof Let P be the intersection property of order 2 which d satisfies 
iff JA n B( 2 k whenever A, BE d (see Example 2.2). The hypergraph 
(Y,F), where Y={1,2 ,..., k} and 9 = { Y}, is an i-central hypergraph 
which maximally satisfies P. Its associated pair is (i-k, l/(i - k)! ). It is 
easy to see that any other i-central hypergraph which maximally satisfies P 
has an associated pair (s, c) with s < i - k. Clearly ldl = (7::). 1 
THEOREM 4.2 (Hilton and Milner [7]). Suppose that i > 2 and that 
) XJ = n is sufficient/y large. Suppose that Z? G (I) is intersecting and that 
fld=@. Then l&‘l<l+(~::)-(“;T;‘). Moreover, I&1=1+(:::)- 
(“;!;‘)iffthereure Y~(~)undz~X\Ysuchthutd={A~(~):z~Aund 
AnY#fa}u{Y} (or, if i=3, there is YE(~) such that &={AE(:): 
lAnYl82)). 
Proof Let P be the appropriate intersection property of order 2. If 
(Y, y) is the i-central hypergraph which maximally satisfies P from the 
proof of Theorem 4.1 (for k = l), then n 9 # 0. Thus that one does not 
work. It is easy to check that the next largest associated pair is 
(i- 2, i/(i- 2)!), and that the center of the indicated hypergraph (X, -01) 
is the unique (except when i= 3) i-central hypergraph (Y, 9) which 
maximally satisfies P with this associated pair. Notice that n 9 = 0. 1 
We remark that Frankl’s generalization of the Hilton-Milner theorem, 
as stated in the Introduction, can also be proved using these techniques. 
The next theorem generalizes Theorem 4.2 in another manner, and it also 
can be proved using these techniques. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose that i> k > 2 and that 1x1 = n is sufficiently 
large. Suppose that a? E(T) is intersecting, that n JZ? = 0, and that 
whenever A,,, A,, A,, . . . . A, E d then either I A,,, n Aj I > k for some m <j < k 
or IA,nA,n . ..nAj-.nAj+,n . ..nA.I>,l for some j<k. Then 
l~l~((?I:)+(“;“;‘)-(“;kl’j. Moreover, Idl=(~:~)+(“;k;l)- 
(n;k;‘)iffthereure Y~(~)undz~X\Ysuchthut&={A~(~):~~Aund 
AnY#0}u{AE(~):AzY}. 
The next theorem was alluded to in the Introduction. The special case 
mentioned there is for r = 2 and s = 1, in which case the upper bound is 
given by 2(‘,‘:,!) - ( :I;). The appropriate intersection property is in 
Example 2.4. 
THEOREM 4.4 (Hajnal and Rothschild [S]). Suppose that i, r, s 2 1 and 
that I XI = n is sufJicientIy large. Suppose that a! G (7) is such that whenever 
582a/61/2-8 
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Ao, A , , . . . . A, cd then there are m <j < r such that [A,,, n Aj I> s. Then 
(&‘I <cJ=, (-l)‘+’ (J)(l::i). Moreover, 1~21 attains this upper bound tff 
there are pairwise disjoint B,, B,, . . . . 
for some 1 ,<jGr}. 
B, E (5) such that G!’ = (A E (I): A 1 B, 
THEOREM 4.5 (Hilton [6]). Suppose that i 2 2 and s > 0 and that 
1x1 = n is sufficient/y large. Suppose that A E (f) is such whenever 
A,, A I, . . . . A,, B,, B,, . . . . B,E d are distinct, then Aj n B,# @ for some 
j<n. Then I&l<(?::)+s. Moreover l&I<(?:~)+s zff there are ye:X 
and distinct D,, D,, . . . . D,E(~~“)) such that zZ={AE(~):~EA or 
A E {D,, D,, . ..> D,}}. 
Proof Use the general technique applied to the intersection property in 
Example 2.5. 1 
The next theorem was mentioned in the introduction. 
THEOREM 4.6. Suppose that i 2 3 and that I/X( = n is sufficiently large. 
Suppose d E (I) is such that whenever A,,, A,, A,, A, E d, then 
IA,nAjI~2forsomeO<m<j<3. Then ldl<3(~:~)+(~:j).Moreover, 
IJzII=~(:I~)+(~I~) iff there is YE(:) such that zzZ={A~(r): 
[An YI 22). 
Proof Let (Y, 9) be an i-central hypergraph which maximally satisfies 
P, where P is the intersection property described in the statement of the 
theorem. It is clear that if the associated pair is to be maximal, then (Y, 9) 
is one of the following two hypergraphs (in which the associated pair 
is (i-2,3/(i-2)!)): ({a,& c}, {{a,b), {b,c), {~,a>}) or ({a,b,c,d}, 
{ {a, 4, (6, 4, {c, 4 > 1. 0 ne easily verifies that the associated polynomial 
for the first of these eventually dominates the associated polynomial for the 
second one. 1 
THEOREM 4.7. Suppose that q is a prime power, i = 2q, and that I XI = n 
is sufficiently large. Suppose that & 5 (I) is intersecting and that whenever 
A,, A,, . . . . Aq2+q+l E&, then IA,nAjI>q+l for some O<m<j< 
q’+q+l. Then I&I<(q*+q+l)(::i~:). Moreover, I&l=(q*+q+l) 
(:I,“::) iff there are YE(~‘+:+~) and ~G(~I~) such that (Y,9) is a 
projectiveplaneandd=(A~(~):A~Lforsome LEY). 
We end with a last example which should suggest many more generali- 
zations of the Erdds-Ko-Rado theorem. For the remainder of this paper 
fix a prime power q; all projective spaces considered will be linite-dimen- 
sional projective spaces over a field having q elements. For any integer i 2 0 
and any projective space X with dim X2 i, let [I] be the set of all i-dimen- 
sional subspaces of X. If X is a projective space and d is a collection of 
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subspaces of X, then we will say that [X, S] is a projective hypergruph; in 
addition, [X, S] is an i-uniform projective hypergruph in case dim A = i for 
each A E ~9. In this context we can redefine the satisfaction of intersection 
properties (cf. Definition 2.1). If P is an intersection property of order t and 
[X, S] is a projective hypergraph, then [X, S] satisfies P iff whenever 
A,, A,, ..-, A, EB, then there is some C(E P such that for each J~dom a, 
dim(&,, Aj) > a(J). Other notions from Section 2 can also be easily 
redefined in this context. Theorem 3.1 also has its analogue which can be 
used to prove, for example, the following generalization of the 
Erdiis-Ko-Rado theorem, which was proved by Hsieh [8 J. 
THEOREM 4.8. Suppose that i > k 2 0 and that X is a projective space 
such that dim X = n is sufficiently large. Suppose & c [I] is such that 
dim(A n B) 2 k whenever A, B E SQ. Then [&I is maximal iff there is YE [ f] 
such that d= (AE [-I: AZ Y}. 
5. KERNELS 
Consider the intersection property lPk,, defined in Example 2.3. If (X, 8) 
is a hypergraph satisfying IF+ I, then KG X is a kernel of (X, B) if whenever 
A,, A,, . . . A,E&, then IA, nA, n ... n Ak n Kl > k. The kernel of a hyper- 
graph need not be unique, nor need there be a unique minimal kernel. In 
fact, there can be disjoint kernels. On the other hand, as we saw in 
Proposition 1.2, centers are unique. However, it is easy to see that the 
center of an i-uniform hypergraph (X, b) satisfying iPe I is always a kernel 
(provided 1x12 it). It has been shown that for any i, k, t there is some finite 
n(i, k, t) such that whenever (X, 8) is an i-uniform hypergraph satisfying 
P k, f, then (X, b) has a kernel K for which lK1 < n(i, k, t). The exact best 
value for n(i, k, t) is far from being known, but the best existing upper 
bounds can be found in [lo]. 
The existence of n(i, k, t) is an easy consequence of our Theorem 3.1. 
Indeed, n(i, k, t) < h(i, t). To see this let (X, b) be an i-uniform hypergraph 
satisfying Pk, f. Without loss of generality, suppose it maximally satisfies 
P . We can also suppose that 1X1> hfi, t). (One quickly confirms 
thi; h(i, t) > it - 1 by considering the intersection property 88, , from 
Example 2.4 and an i-uniform hypergraph (2, ( r)), where 1 YI = it 11 and 
Y c Z.) Thus, we can suppose (Xl > it. Now, the center of (X, b) is also a 
kernel, so there is a kernel 1y for which llyl d h(i, t). 
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